
Chocolate Pudding Recipe 
To make chocolate pudding you will need to add 400gm thickened cream and 4 room temperature eggs.  
If you’ve purchased the chocolate coated version add 1 tsp coconut or MCT oil to the chocolate supplied. 
 

 
Get this   with these    and do this to them  
400gm thickened cream      Small pot  Add the cream to the pot 

Stovetop element  Set the element to a medium heat and heat the cream 
     Once simmering turn the heat down 
Bag of Chocolate   Place chocolate buttons into the pot  
 
Bag labelled cocoa, cinnamon and salt  
  Whisk   Whisk the dry ingredients into the pot until combined  

Whisk on a low simmer until chocolate is melted 
Remove from the heat.  
 

4 room temperature large or jumbo sized eggs 
Bag labelled monkfruit sweetener  
  Whisk and bowl  Whisk the powdered sweetener and eggs together 
 

Pot of chocolate While whisking the chocolate, slowly pour in the egg & sweetener
 Stove top element  Set the element to a low heat and return the pot to the heat 

     Continue whisking until the custard thickens  
     Hint: test thickness by checking if it coats the back of a spoon  

 
Bag of Xanthan    Remove the pot from the heat  
Bag of Gelatin    Whisk through the Gelatin and Xanthan gum 
 
Moulds or serving bowls  Pour the mixture into moulds or serving bowls 
     Portion dependent  this makes up to 6 individual serves 
 
Enjoy it  - immediately eaten or set it as a pudding by transferring it to the fridge for 3 hrs to set. 
 
Chocolate Coated version  
  Microwavable dishes 
Chocolate bars     Break up the chocolate bars to make melting them easier 
1 tsp coconut or MCT oil   Place the chocolate and oil into the dish  

Microwave 90 seconds on high to start the melting process 
Spoon   Stir until smooth, lump free and completely melted 
Paper lined tray  Get a tray ready with baking paper 
Forks    Take the puddings out of the moulds and dip into the chocolate   
   Hint: using a fork either side of the pudding makes dipping easier  

   Place the coated puddings onto the baking paper lined tray. 
   Drizzle some more chocolate over the top.     

  
Storage: Store in the fridge for up to 5 days.  
This isn’t suitable to freeze.   
 
Make it again: Re-order the chocolate pudding recipe pack.  

https://ketostore.nz/products/chocolate-pudding

